
To run cleanly and efficiently, today’s heavy-duty 
diesel vehicles rely on a complex emissions system. 
A critical input to the diesel emissions system is the 
temperature of the exhaust gas, measured by the 
EGT sensor. Too cool and the system doesn’t reach 
optimum efficiency. Too hot and it runs the risk of 
self-destruction. Clearly, a damaged EGT sensor is 
not to be ignored.

EGT sensors typically sit in the hottest part of the 
exhaust system, either the diesel catalyst or the 
exhaust downpipe, where they’re exposed to high 
temperatures and corrosive gasses. The cycles of 

Hot Topic
Save money by replacing a seized EGT sensor bung

extreme heating followed by cooling, combined with 
exposure to the elements underneath the vehicle, 
can make it difficult to remove the sensor from  
its mount. 

With a typical replacement interval between 50,000 
and 80,000 miles, a stubborn EGT sensor is a 
problem many diesel owners will encounter during 
their ownership. The sensor usually seizes to its 
mounting bung and gets destroyed in the process 
of removal. It’s not always possible to remove the 
entire sensor from its mount without destroying the 
threaded bung.

With a typical replacement interval between 50,000 and  
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One solution – certainly the most expensive – is to 
replace the entire diesel catalyst with a new part. This 
can run into the thousands of dollars for the part 
alone just to replace a $50 sensor! A better solution 
is to replace just the damaged sensor bung, but 
removing the old one often damages the catalyst 
housing, making for a questionable repair.

Dorman’s OE FIX EGT sensors 

include new mounting bungs 

and weld-on plates in case a 

repair is required

EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE (EGT) SENSOR 
BUNG REPAIR KIT

Problem:
When an EGT sensor bung rusts, the typical 
solution has been to replace the entire 
catalyst or exhaust pipe.

FIX
Our kit allows direct replacement of only the 
failed bung, with a weld-on plate if necessary 
for pipe repair.

Dorman has solved the problem of replacing a 
damaged bung with its line of OE FIX EGT bung 
repair kits, which include not only a new application-
specific sensor mount, but also a bung mounting 
plate that can be welded in place to repair any 
damage to the catalyst housing during removal of 
the old bung.

Both parts are made of stainless steel to reduce the 
opportunities for future corrosion. A qualified repair 
shop can make the repair in less than an hour once 
the catalyst is off the vehicle, saving thousands  
of dollars compared to replacing the entire  
catalyst assembly.

To simplify ordering, all our EGT sensors now  
include a replacement bung and mounting plate, 
just in case you should run into this problem 
unexpectedly. We also offer the bung repair kits 
separately for convenience. 
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VIDEO 

AVAILABLEHere is how simple it is to install a new EGT bung:
Note: This installation performed on a Chevrolet Silverado 2500 HD.

Insert the new bung into the mounting plate, then run a seamless weld 
to join the two parts.

Install the new EGT sensor in the bung once the catalyst or exhaust 
pipe is reinstalled in the vehicle. 7 8

SAFETY WARNING: Please use caution when performing this service. Always support the vehicle securely before beginning work. Eye and hand protection should be 
worn at all times. Work only in a well-lit, well-ventilated workspace. This procedure is only to demonstrate how the replacement part is installed. Follow factory-
approved workshop manual for all removal, installation and other assembly procedures.

Make any necessary adjustments to the bung mounting plate to 
conform to the contour of the catalyst housing or exhaust pipe.

Weld the bung plate to the catalyst housing using an appropriate 
welder for stainless steel.5 6

Cut through two corners using a reciprocating saw, then pry the bung 
outward to remove.

File any burrs from the edges of the cuts, then use an abrasive disc to 
remove any corrosion from the area to be welded.3 4

Mark the area to be cut using the new bung mounting plate as a 
template.

Cut through the catalyst housing or exhaust pipe inside the marked 
lines, leaving the corners attached for now.1 2
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